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Challenge M: Make the pop 
transition interactive 
In the video tutorial you learned how to turn a custom view controller transition 
animation into an interactive user-driven animation. 

To exercise this new skill you will add the same kind of interactivity to the transition 
from the detail view controller back to the master view controller in the demo 
project. 

To get started open DetailViewController.swift.  

In the solution to this challenge you will have to take an extra step – namely to 
diversify between an interactive transition or a normal tap on the Back button in 
the navigation bar. The former has to be interactive, but the latter does not. 

First of all define a new property in the view controller class to keep track whether 
the user is interactively going back to the master view controller or not: 

var isInteractive = false 

You will set this property to true only just after the user starts sliding their finger 
across the screen and as soon as that moment passes you will reset isInteractive 
to false. 

Let’s add a pan recognizer to the view. At the bottom of viewDidAppear(animated:) 
add: 

let pan = UIPanGestureRecognizer(target: self,  
  action: Selector("didPan:")) 
view.addGestureRecognizer(pan) 

Now add also didPan(recognizer:) and set isInteractive to true when the gesture 
begins: 

func didPan(recognizer: UIScreenEdgePanGestureRecognizer) { 
  if transition.animating { 
    return 
  } 
     
  if recognizer.state == .Began { 
    isInteractive = true 
    navigationController?.popViewControllerAnimated(true) 
  } else { 
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    isInteractive = false 
  } 
     
  transition.handlePan(recognizer) 
} 

The method is almost identical to the one in MasterViewController but instead of 
pushing a view controller it pops out the current one. When the gesture begins it 
sets isInteractive to true. 

Now you can go on to providing the navigation controller with a interaction 
controller. You’d want to make the transition interactive only in case the user is 
sliding their finger across the screen and the animation controller is not presently 
performing an animation already. Add: 

func navigationController(navigationController: 
UINavigationController!, 
interactionControllerForAnimationController animationController: 
UIViewControllerAnimatedTransitioning!) -> 
UIViewControllerInteractiveTransitioning! { 
 
  return (isInteractive && transition.animating == false) ? 
transition : nil 
 
} 

This will make the transition interactive for the cases when the user starts it via a 
gesture. If you’d like to play a bit more with the project why not allow the user to 
either tap a button or start the transition with a gesture to get from the master 
view controller to the detail view controller? 


